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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a new paradigm in intelligent sur-

face design for field programming and multi-point focusing.

We approach this problem from an entirely different vantage

point by leveraging edges and the corresponding Geomet-

rical Theory of Diffraction (GTD), allowing us to avoid the

use of highly specialized and expensive element designs.

More specifically, we show that a lattice of edge elements

(i.e., cheap, thin, rectangular metal plates with length long

enough as compared to width) can provide a rich repertoire

for programming the RF field. When a wave is incident on

an edge, a cone of outgoing rays emerges, known as a Keller

cone. When considering a lattice of such edge elements, we

then have a rich set of “knobs” for RF field programming, via

changing the orientation of the edge elements and exploiting

the exiting Keller cones.We then show how to electromagnet-

ically model and design a practical edge element. We further

propose an efficient algorithm to configure the orientations

of the edges to achieve the desired multi-point focusing. We

build sample prototypes of our proposed paradigm, using

off-the-shelf material (i.e., 7 cent metal plates). We then show

several real-world experiments in three different indoor ar-

eas, where an edge lattice focuses the transmitted wave of a

WiFi card of a laptop on up to and including 4 focal points

(maximum achieved in the literature albeit with much more

expensive element designs). Overall, the paper shows the

rich potential of edges for RF field programming.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Beamforming; Analysis and design of
emerging devices and systems; Wireless devices; • Net-
works → Physical links; • Computer systems organiza-
tion → Sensor networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The subject of intelligent electromagnetic surfaces (also known

by other names such as Large Intelligent Surfaces (LIS),

Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces (IRS), Metasurfaces, Recon-

figurable Intelligent Surfaces (RIS), etc.) has seen a drastic

growth in research activity over the past few years, particu-

larly due to the emergence of the 6G standard [17, 55] and the

rapid deployment of 5G communication systems [19, 20, 50].

With the arrival of Massive MIMO [6, 37, 43, 57] as a robust

spatial multiplexing backbone for 5G systems, intelligent

surfaces are considered to be the next stage of evolution

in RF field programming [8, 27] using compact, low-power

antenna arrays with re-radiation characteristics.

At its core, an IRS is a two-dimensional array of unit

elements with sub-wavelength dimensions, envisioned to

smartly control, manipulate, and program the incident elec-

tromagnetic field in any desired manner [1, 20, 24, 25, 65].

Intelligent surfaces are thus anticipated to be an integral

part of communication systems to assist with scenarios such

as creating smart radio environments, high-frequency band

communication, localization, and security/privacy, among

many other possibilities [9].

We next provide a brief overview of the state of the art,

referring the readers to Section 2, which provides a very com-

prehensive review of the related work. In recent years, there

has been a considerable interest in intelligent surfaces and

smart radio environments. However, most of such existing

work focuses on highly theoretical modeling and simulation-

based validation in idealistic settings [7, 14, 18, 45, 48, 70].

When considering work that has successfully demonstrated

the potentials of intelligent surfaces via design and imple-

mentation, the task of re-steering incident radiation to a

single direction has been well studied [2, 21, 52, 54], and
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Figure 1: Sample of state of the art implementations for multi-point focusing with intelligent surfaces. To the best
of our knowledge, table includes all implementations that can achieve four-point/beam focusing.

commercial prototypes have already begun testing and de-

ployment [46, 47]. Splitting the incident beam into two di-

rections [13], as well as simultaneous transmission and re-

flection [41, 71], has also been demonstrated in recent work.

While controlling and programming the RF field in any

desired manner is one of the envisioned goals of an intel-

ligent surface, re-radiating the incoming wave to multiple

directions, i.e., simultaneously focusing at multiple points

in space, remains a considerably challenging problem. More

specifically, only a small subset of prior work has successfully

demonstrated intelligent surface designs capable of focus-

ing at more than one point (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, most

work on multi-point focusing has shown focusing at a max-

imum of two directions [13, 22, 59], while there are only a

very small number of works ([3, 31, 62, 68] from the antenna

and propagation community) that have shown focusing at

the maximum of four directions/locations. However, these

works utilize complex and costly unit element design, re-

lying on specialized RF components to achieve focusing at

the maximum of four beams. They further deploy a large

number of elements and mainly test in highly favorable en-

vironments (e.g., anechoic chambers), as opposed to real

multipath environments. See Fig. 1, Section 2 and Table 1 for

a comprehensive summary of past work.

Introducing our edge element: Consider a small, thin

metallic plate, as shown in Fig. 2, whose length is large

enough as compared to its width such that the diffraction

off of its edges becomes the main propagation phenomenon

(more on the design specification of such an edge element in

Section 3). Such an edge element costs 7 cents, and a lattice of

these can be easily put together with off-the-shelf material.

Figure 2: (left) Size of our practical edge element. (right)
Element inserted in 2mm thick ABS plastic frame.

In this paper, we pose the following question: what can a
number of such edge elements do for RF field program-
ming?Can they, for instance, passively focus the transmitted

signal towards multiple focal points simultaneously?

We then set forth a new idea for near-field multi-point

focusing which radically departs from traditional intelligent

surface design approaches. More specifically, we show that a

2D lattice of edge elements has great potential for program-

ming the RF field and generating multiple simultaneous focal

points, which can be beneficial for tasks such as low-power

spatial-modulation in 5G/6G systems, enhanced EM jam-

ming and drone swarm navigation, among other use cases.

This is due to the fact that an edge interacts differently with

the incoming wave than the typical surface elements. More

formally, we have the following:

Keller Cones: Consider a wave incident on an edge point

(i.e., a point of discontinuity in the surface normal’s direc-

tion). A cone of outgoing rays emerges according to Keller’s

Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [34, 36]. The angle
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Figure 3: Interaction of an incident ray with an edge leads to a cone of outgoing rays, known as the Keller cone. The
axis of the cone is the edge, and the angle of the cone is the angle of incidence. See color PDF for proper viewing.

of the cone is equal to the angle between the incident ray

and the edge (which is also the axis of the cone). Fig. 3 shows

sample interactions of an incoming wave with an edge and

the resulting Keller cones.

As the edge orientation changes, the exiting Keller cone

guides the energy in different directions, allowing for rich

programmability of the electromagnetic field. When consid-

ering a lattice of edge elements, we then have a set of “knobs”

for controlling the RF field. In other words, by changing the

orientation of the edge elements in the lattice, one can gener-

ate new RF fields. Fig 4 shows a high-level schematic of our

proposed paradigm where a lattice of edges in front of an RF

source focuses the transmitted signal towards multiple focal

points simultaneously.

We next discuss our main contributions in detail:

Statement of Contributions:
• We propose a new paradigm in intelligent surface design

for field programming and multi-point focusing that lever-

ages edges and the corresponding Geometrical Theory of

Diffraction (GTD). More specifically, we show that a lattice

of edge elements (i.e., thin rectangular plates with length

long enough as compared to width) can provide a rich

repertoire for programming the RF field, via changing the

orientation of the edge elements and exploiting the exiting

Keller cones.

• We leverage the GTD to electromagnetically model and

design a practical edge element, which is fully passive.

• We propose an efficient algorithm to configure the orien-

tations of the edge elements of the lattice such that the

diffracted fields off of the whole lattice constructively inter-

fere at a set of desired focal points. In doing so, we further

propose an efficient Metropolis-filter-based approach, in-

spired by log-linear learning [58], to partition the edge

elements among the focal points.

• We extensively validate the proposed paradigm with sev-

eral experiments (13 total) in 3 different indoor environ-

ments. Specifically, we build sample prototypes of our

proposed design, using off-the-shelf material. Each edge

element is a 3 cm × 1.5 cm steel plate costing 7 cents to

make and is held in place with a 2 mm thick ABS plas-

tic frame (see Fig. 2). We then show several experiments

where square lattices of size 20 × 20, 22 × 22, or 12 × 12

focus the transmitted wave of a WiFi card of a laptop on

Figure 4: High-level schematic of our proposed para-
digm – A lattice of edge elements is placed in front of
a transmitter in order to focus the transmitted signal
into multiple focal points. The edge orientations are
then configured to achieve the given multi-focusing
task. See color PDF for proper viewing.

up to and including 4 focal points, with a peak gain of

10.9 dB in the CSI magnitude.

• We further experimentally show the impact of many differ-

ent factors, such as size of the lattice, steering angle of the

focal point, and environmental factors, on the performance

of the proposed approach. All our measurements are car-

ried out using commodity transceivers and take place in

indoor spaces, i.e., in areas that naturally exhibit signifi-

cant multipath activity. Furthermore, no prior knowledge

of the experimentation environment is needed to configure

the lattice.

• To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has achieved

simultaneous focusing at four points without the use of

highly specialized element designs. Overall, the paper

shows the rich potential of edges for field programming

and can open up new possibilities in the area of intelligent

surfaces. It is worth noting that we do not propose aban-

doning traditional non-edge surfaces but rather set forth

a new possibility that can contribute to and advance the

area of intelligent surfaces.

2 RELATEDWORK
The architecture of an intelligent electromagnetic surface

takes its roots in the domains of active array, reflectarray, and

array lens design [29, 61]. Active arrays, also known as Elec-
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Ref. # Elements # Beams # Elements/Beam Max Steer. Angle Resolution Frequency # Experiments

Our Paper 484 4 121 53◦ 0.06 rad 5.18 GHz 13
[31] 21,464 4 5,366 28

◦
0.12 rad 20 GHz 1

[62] 3,500 4 875 45
◦

0.13 rad 11-13 GHz 1

[3] 1,600 4 400 39
◦

0.07 rad 13 & 16 GHz 2

[68] 625 4 156.25 30
◦

0.13 rad 9.6 GHz 2

[60] 512 2 256 45
◦

0.07 rad 5.8 GHz 2

[69] 408 1 408 55
◦

0.12 rad 4.8 GHz 4

[64] 2,400 1 2,400 32
◦

0.09 rad 672 GHz 5

[40] 48,400 1 48,400 72
◦

0.09 rad 1 THz 4

Table 1: Comparison of performance metrics with state of the art. When explicitly not stated, we use experimental
results of prior work to estimate metrics. We note all our experiments are performed in multipath-rich areas. See
Fig. 1 for comparison of design complexity and experiment area with past work that achieve 4 beams.

tronically Steerable Arrays (ESA), allow for both amplitude

and phase control of the radiating elements for the task of

generating a customized field. However, these arrays are very

expensive, require a complex, elaborate beamforming net-

work (BFN) [10], and were thus originally intended for mili-

tary and satellite communication purposes. In a bid to elimi-

nate the complexity of BFN design, reflectarrays [4, 30, 51]

and array lenses [15, 16, 44] utilized a dedicated feed as the

primary RF power source for a spatially separated antenna

array, and the obvious next step involved directly control-

ling the re-radiated field of the array itself. For instance, [33]

is an interesting early attempt at a smart reflector design

composed of phase shifting units on a conformal surface

to redirect an incident signal in a specified direction. Other

early work on smart surfaces include [38, 63], which pro-

posed using a large number of commodity antenna units,

colocated with low-resolution phase shifters, as spatially

extended programmable relays.

Since 2017, there has been a considerable interest in intel-

ligent surfaces and smart radio environments from a number

of communities. In the communication community, much

of the work on this topic mainly focuses on highly theoreti-

cal modeling, and simulation-based validation in idealistic

settings [7, 14, 18, 45, 48, 70]. For instance, they primarily

focus on establishing performance metrics in a context that

is agnostic to the actual design of a practical surface.

On the other hand, ease of access to PCB fabrication tech-

nology has enabled some recent work to design and im-

plement intelligent surfaces. In particular, there has been

considerable work on steering the incident energy towards a

single direction by constructing and deploying designs using

patch antenna arrays. For instance, [54] used a 10 × 10 array

of inset-fed patch antennas with 7 available phase offsets to

strategically reflect a horn antenna’s incident energy in one

direction. Along the same line, [21] implemented three 4 × 4

“tiles" of patch antennas each equippedwith 4 available phase

shifts to improve a single link’s SNR by 5.5 dB. Other work,

such as [2] demonstrated single point focusing by utilizing a

very large matrix of 3,200 ON/OFF modulated elements to

boost signal strength. [52] is another interesting example of

a reflectarray that exploits the delay of the RF path off of a

metallic surface overlaid with a variable-depth dielectric to

improve the quality of one link. Some of the earlier work

further focused on generating a very coarse-grained spa-

tial RF field with customized static 3D reflectors [11, 35, 67],

while recent efforts aim to achieve more precise tasks such

as splitting of an incident beam into two directions [13] or

simultaneous transmission and reflection [41].

In this paper, we are interested in programming the RF

field such that multi-point focusing on any set of desired

locations can be achieved. Simultaneous focusing at multi-

ple points in space, however, remains a considerably chal-

lenging problem, and to the best of our knowledge, only a

small subset of prior work has successfully demonstrated

intelligent surface designs capable of this task (see Fig. 1).

Most work on multi-point focusing has shown simultaneous

focusing on the maximum of two directions (examples in-

clude [13, 22, 59]), while there are only a handful of works

([3, 31, 62, 68] from the antenna and propagation commu-

nity) that have shown focusing at the maximum of four

directions/locations. However, as summarized in Fig. 1, to

achieve 4-point focusing, these works utilize very complex

and costly element design, relying on exotic antenna designs

and specialized RF components for their element, as opposed

to using off-the-shelf material.

For instance, [3] utilizes a C-shaped ring particle as an

antenna element whose amplitude and phase response is

modulated by controlling the extent of opening in the ring,

which requires high precision PCB manufacturing tolerance

that can drive up the cost. [31, 62] on the other hand require

precise angular placement of Z-shaped/V-shaped antenna

elements on a substrate which would add further complexity
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to manufacturing. [68] considers a multi-layer resonant cav-

ity as the re-radiating element, which is sensitive to vertical

alignment and demands high quality fabrication techniques

to achieve accurate layering.

Most aforementioned work that achieved 4 focus direc-

tions/points also utilize a large number of elements, e.g.,
21,464 in [31], 3,500 in [62], and 1,600 in [3]. Furthermore,

they only test in highly favorable environments (e.g., ane-
choic chambers), as opposed to real-world environments that

can suffer from multipath, while also utilizing specialized

transmit antennas, as opposed to off-the-shelf devices.

In this paper, we ask “what can a number of edge elements

do for field programming?” Can they, for instance, focus

the signal radiated from an off-the-shelf transmitter, such as

the WiFi card of a laptop onto any given set of points? We

then show that a 2D lattice of cheap $0.07 off-the-shelf edge

elements can successfully achieve multi-point focusing, fully

passively and in harsh indoor environments.

While each element of a typical intelligent surface has an

omni-directional pattern, our proposed edge lattice concept

steps away from the traditional element design paradigm to

instead consider thin rectangular prisms with a length large

enough, as compared to the width, such that diffraction off

of the edges is the main propagation phenomenon.

Such an edge element then diffracts the incoming wave

according to the GTD and the associated Keller cones, result-

ing in directional radiation footprints that are localized in

space (See Fig. 3 for examples). As the edge element’s orien-

tation changes, the exiting Keller cone guides the energy in

different directions, allowing for rich programmability.

In stark contrast to existing approaches, our proposed

paradigm requires relatively few and remarkably simple el-

ements to achieve the difficult task of simultaneous multi-

point focusing, easily achieving the best possible in the liter-

ature (4-point focusing) with off-the-shelf elements. Further-

more, we demonstrate our architecture’s focusing capability

in relatively unfavorable environments, i.e., using commod-

ity WiFi transceivers and in the presence of considerable

multipath interference.

While Fig. 1 discussed prior work on four-point focusing

from the angle of design complexity, Table 1 further provides

a detailed metric-wise comparison. In summary, we achieve

Best median resolution (0.06 radians), while operating
at a much lower frequency and with many fewer elements.

Maximum steering angle of 53◦. While [40] shows a

larger angle, it only shows single-point focusing with a very

large number of elements.

13 experiments in multipath-rich indoor settings,
using a COTS WiFi antenna as the transmitter (see Sec. 5.3).

Other work use highly directional horn antenna feeds, and

experiment either in simulation or in environments with

minimal multipath (e.g., anechoic chambers).

Fewest number of elements per beam of 121. We note

that [66] (published after writing of this paper) has shown

9 beams with 1,369 elements (156.25 elements per beam)

in anechoic chambers, but with minimal validation in real

world environments. It further uses complex 4-layer double-

square-ring antennas.

Overall, our work constitutes a notable contribution to

this field not only due to the novel paradigm and low cost

design, but also in terms of the achieved robust performance.

We next start by modeling and designing our edge lattice.

3 EDGE LATTICE MODELING & DESIGN
Consider a system consisting of a single isotropic source

(TX) and a number of edge elements arranged in a two-

dimensional lattice, as shown in Fig. 4. The source is located

at a point xsrc ∈ R3, and the edge element in row 𝑖 and col-

umn 𝑗 of the lattice is located at p𝑖 𝑗 ∈ R3. Let \𝑖 𝑗 and 𝜙𝑖 𝑗
denote the azimuth and elevation angles of the edge element

at p𝑖 𝑗 , as indicated in the figure. Consider a given RF field,

consisting of multiple focal points that we are interested in

generating. In this paper, we then want to find the edge lat-

tice configuration (i.e., angles of all the edge elements) that

will result in the desired RF field. Since we are laying out a

new concept, that a 2D lattice of edge elements can generate

diverse RF fields, we show the details of our proposed para-

digm when generating a field across a 2D plane. However,

we emphasize that the methodology can be extended to 3D.

For the ease of developing our mathematical foundation, we

consider a 2D plane parallel to the edge lattice, where we are

interested in generating a desired multi-focus field. However,

as we see in our experiments, the 2D plane can be in other

locations/orientations with respect to the edge lattice.

3.1 Modeling of a Single Edge Element
Consider a 2D plane at 𝑦 = 𝑦𝑟 , where we are interested in

generating a desired multi-focus field, as shown in Fig. 4. We

refer to this plane as the RX grid. In this paper, we consider

the 2D plane to be on the opposite side of the transmitter,

without loss of generality. According to Born approxima-

tion [12], the total complex baseband signal at any point on

the receiver grid can be written as the linear sum of the direct

path from the transmitter and the paths diffracted from each

of the edge elements. We next formally model the interaction

of the transmitted electromagnetic waves with each edge

element.

The complex baseband signal of an RF wave of wavelength

_ originating from an isotropic TX at xsrc and incident on an

edge element at p𝑖 𝑗 is given by,

𝐹src (p𝑖 𝑗 , xsrc) =
√
𝑃src√

4𝜋 | |xsrc − p𝑖 𝑗 | |
𝑒− 𝑗2𝜋 | |xsrc−p𝑖 𝑗 | |/_ (1)

where 𝑃src is the transmit power. We model the interaction of

the edge element with this incoming incident wave using the
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Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [34, 36]. As shown

in Fig. 3, GTD models the scattered field off of an edge as a

cone of outgoing rays known as the Keller cone. Let vector

e𝑖 𝑗 denote the axis of the cone, which describes the physical

orientation of the edge. Then the angle of the cone is equal

to the angle of incidence,𝜓inc,𝑖 𝑗 , as illustrated in Fig. 3 (left).

Importantly, both e𝑖 𝑗 and 𝜓inc,𝑖 𝑗 are determined by \𝑖 𝑗 and

𝜙𝑖 𝑗 , with e𝑖 𝑗 = [cos𝜙𝑖 𝑗 sin\𝑖 𝑗 , cos𝜙𝑖 𝑗cos\𝑖 𝑗 , sin𝜙𝑖 𝑗 ] and:

𝜓inc,𝑖 𝑗 = arccos

{
< p𝑖 𝑗 − xsrc, e𝑖 𝑗 >
| |p𝑖 𝑗 − xsrc | | | |e𝑖 𝑗 | |

}
where < ·, · > represents the inner product. Consequently,

by controlling the orientation of the edge element, we control

the direction and spread of the exiting Keller cone.

To check if a given receiver point on the RX grid lies on

the cone, we compare𝜓inc,𝑖 𝑗 to the angle between the edge

element orientation vector, e𝑖 𝑗 , and the vector from the edge

element location p𝑖 𝑗 to the receiver location x. If equal, the
receiver point is said to lie on the corresponding cone. This

can be stated formally as

𝐼 (x, p𝑖 𝑗 , e𝑖 𝑗 ) =
{
1 If arccos

{
< (x−p𝑖 𝑗 ),e𝑖 𝑗>
| |x−p𝑖 𝑗 | | | |e𝑖 𝑗 | |

}
= 𝜓inc,𝑖 𝑗

0 Otherwise

(2)

Thus, the complex electric field at a general receiver location

x, due to the Keller cone off of an edge element located at

p𝑖 𝑗 , with an edge element orientation e𝑖 𝑗 , is given by:

𝐹cone (x, p𝑖 𝑗 , e𝑖 𝑗 ) = 𝐹src (p𝑖 𝑗 , xsrc)
𝐷𝑒− 𝑗2𝜋 | |x−p𝑖 𝑗 | |/_√︁

| |x − p𝑖 𝑗 | |
𝐼 (x, p𝑖 𝑗 , e𝑖 𝑗 ),

(3)

where 𝐷 is the Sommerfeld diffraction coefficient [34]. The

Keller cone model discussed in [34] is presented for an infin-

itesimal edge, such that each point along the edge produces

its own cone. However, as the edge elements of our lattice

are quite small, we treat the diffraction pattern from each

edge element as a single cone.

3.2 Design of an Edge Element
In this section, we discuss the practical design aspects of our

edge element and present a set of parameters suitable for it.

We consider each edge element as a thin rectangular metallic

plate, as shown in Fig. 2.

Themost critical design parameter is the ratio of the length

of the edge element to its width, which determines how close

to an ideal edge the element will be. The aspect ratio of the

edge element should be large, i.e., the length should be much

longer than the width, to ensure that diffraction off of the

edge is the dominant mode of electromagnetic interaction.

However, for a given width, as the length becomes longer,

each edge element needs more space around it so that it can

rotate to any given angle. This results in a greater percentage

of incident energy simply passing through our edge lattice

rather than being intercepted by it. In the context of antenna

Figure 5: Design space for the sizing of the edge ele-
ment. If the plate is too wide, there is no prominent
edge. If the plate is long but too thin, there is less en-
ergy intercepted by the edge lattice.

array theory, this is similar to what is known as the thinned-
array curse [23], and the energy that is not intercepted by the
elements manifests itself as sidelobe levels in the scattering.

As such, our design choice should strike a balance between

these two factors. In practice, we find that an aspect ratio of

2:1, i.e., a length twice as long as the width, works well.

There are many length-width pairs that satisfy the 2:1 as-

pect ratio. As discussed above, the length of the edge element

determines the inter-element spacing on the lattice, and for

an array operating at wavelength _, it is well known that

a _/2 spacing between elements avoids Floquet diffraction

lobes as it satisfies the spatial Nyquist sampling rate [39, 54].

Furthermore, empirical results from the literature corrobo-

rate that elements of this length result in strong interaction

with the electromagnetic field [2]. Consequently, we set the

length of each edge element to _/2 and, in order to realize the
2:1 aspect ratio, the width to _/4. At our operating frequency
of 5GHz, this corresponds to a 3 cm × 1.5 cm edge element.

We note that since the width is _/4, the element appears as

a single edge to the incoming wave. Fig. 5 summarizes the

design space and the corresponding trade-offs.

Finally, for completeness, we note that edge diffraction can

be well modeled using GTD, not only at this scale [28], but at

other frequencies [53, 56]. Diffraction has also been used in

other domains, e.g., in a completely different context/setup

of tracing of edges of everyday objects [49].

4 RF FIELD PROGRAMMING USING A
LATTICE OF EDGES

In this section, we lay the foundation of generating a multi-

focus field with a lattice of edge elements. More specifi-

cally, we propose an algorithm that determines the three-

dimensional orientations (i.e., azimuth and elevation angles)

of the edge elements of a 2D lattice so they can create a

desired multi-focus field.
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Without loss of generality, we assume that the transmitter

(TX) is located at the origin of the coordinate system. The

lattice M of 𝑁 × 𝑁 edge elements is then positioned in the

X-Z plane at 𝑦 = 𝑦𝑠 , with the goal of steering the energy

radiated by the TX such that a desired multi-focus pattern

is achieved at a 2D plane 𝑅𝑋 , as shown in Fig. 4. Without

loss of generality, we present the mathematical details of this

section assuming that 𝑅𝑋 is at 𝑦 = 𝑦𝑟 > 𝑦𝑠 . However, as we

shall see in our experiments, the receiver plane need not be

parallel to the edge lattice. We index each edge element in

our lattice by (𝑖, 𝑗), for 1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑁 .

The problem of finding optimum edge element orienta-

tions to achieve any given multi-focus field is considerably

challenging. While one can pose it as a general optimization

problem and attempt to solve it using heuristic approaches,

such a strategy may not converge to an acceptable solution.

Furthermore, the computational complexity of solving such

a general optimization problem can be prohibitive. In this

section, we thus show howwe can efficiently solve this multi-

focus optimization problem by dissecting it into two parts of

1) focusing on a single point and 2) edge lattice partitioning

among multiple focal points.

4.1 Single Point Focusing
Let f ∈ 𝑅𝑋 denote the focal point of interest. We first devise

an efficient strategy to steer the Keller cone off of a single

edge element to f . We then use this strategy to show how we

can effectively select the orientations of the edge elements

in the entire lattice to achieve this focusing.

4.1.1 Steering a Cone to a Point. To achieve focusing, we

must first be able to orient an edge element such that the

Keller cone off of its edge impinges on the target point. The

following theorem demonstrates how this can be achieved

in an efficient manner.

Theorem 4.1. Consider an edge element located at p𝑖 𝑗 with
an edge vector of e𝑖 𝑗 (see Fig. 3 (left) for illustration). The
resulting Keller cone off of this edge element passes through
location f if the following holds:

e𝑖 𝑗 =
f − p𝑖 𝑗
|f − p𝑖 𝑗 |

+
p𝑖 𝑗
|p𝑖 𝑗 |

.

Proof. From Keller’s Law of Edge Diffraction [34], we

know that the angle of the Keller cone is equal to the angle

of incidence. If the Keller cone must pass through f , we have:

<
p𝑖 𝑗
|p𝑖 𝑗 |

, e𝑖 𝑗 > = <
f − p𝑖 𝑗
|f − p𝑖 𝑗 |

, e𝑖 𝑗 >

=⇒ <
p𝑖 𝑗
|p𝑖 𝑗 |

−
f − p𝑖 𝑗
|f − p𝑖 𝑗 |

, e𝑖 𝑗 > = 0

From the parallelogram law of vector addition, a vector nor-

mal to the difference of two unit vectors is given by their

sum, and this completes the proof. □

While this theorem gives an orientation for each edge

such that its Keller cone passes through a given point in

space, steering the cones of all the edge elements to a target

point will clearly not work, as the paths on different cones

may destructively interfere with each other. We next discuss

how to optimize the group behavior of the edge elements for

proper focusing.

Algorithm 1: Single Point Focusing with a Lattice

of Edges

1: for edge element (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ M at location p𝑖 𝑗 do
2: Using Theorem 4.1, find an orientation such that

edge element’s Keller cone impinges on the target.

3: if resulting complex-valued edge diffraction path has

positive projection on direct path from TX then
4: Orient edge element’s cone to impinge on target,

i.e., set e𝑖 𝑗 =
f−p𝑖 𝑗
|f−p𝑖 𝑗 | +

p𝑖 𝑗
|p𝑖 𝑗 | .

5: else
6: Put element in idle state, i.e., e𝑖 𝑗 = [0, 0, 1].
7: end if
8: end for

4.1.2 Selecting Edge Elements for Focusing. Once we have
determined the orientation of each edge element that will

result in the corresponding Keller cone passing through the

target point f , we need to decide which of the elements to

select for focusing at f . To do so, we select only those edge ele-
ments that positively reinforce the direct path from the TX to

f . More specifically, we check if the complex field of the path

on the Keller cone from an edge element, 𝐹cone (f, p𝑖 𝑗 , e𝑖 𝑗 ),
has a positive projection onto the direct path field 𝐹src (f, xsrc)
in the absence of the edge lattice, i.e., purely due to the trans-
mitter. Mathematically, this can be written as:

R{𝐹 ∗
cone

(f, p𝑖 𝑗 , e𝑖 𝑗 )𝐹src (f, xsrc)} > 0 (4)

where R{·} denotes the real part of the argument and
∗

denotes complex conjugation. It is worth noting that ap-

proaches along the lines of reinforcing the direct path have

been used in the literature [2, 38, 63].

Idle Edge Elements: For the edge element locations that do

not satisfy the aforementioned criterion, we need to set them

in an “idle” state. We have found empirically that setting

these elements vertically upwards such that e𝑖 𝑗 = [0, 0, 1],
amplifies the focusing of our lattice. The rightmost scenario

in Fig. 3 shows this orientation and its corresponding cone.

We thus use such an edge state as our idle state.

Algorithm 1 summarizes our proposed method for single

point focusing using edge elements.

4.2 Multi-Point Focusing
Next, let us consider the general problem of focusing on 𝐾

given points of interest, f𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑋, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐾 , using a lattice

of edge elements. We next show how to efficiently decide on
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Figure 6: Sample demonstration of the convergence ofAlgorithm2 to partition a 20× 20 edge lattice for simultaneous
focusing at 3 target points. The plots show the 2D edge lattice such that cells of the same color, for yellow, green and
navy, indicate edge elements that are assigned to the same target point, while black cells indicate edge elements
that are idle for this focusing. As can be seen, Algorithm 2 maximizes the contiguity of each partition while
balancing the size of the partitions. See color PDF for proper viewing.

the orientation of all the edge elements to accomplish this. In

doing so, we first show how to partition the edge elements

to subsets such that each subset focuses on one of the given

focal points (plus an idle subset). Once this is accomplished,

we can use the proposed approach of the previous section to

set the orientations of the edge elements of each subset so

they focus on their corresponding focal point.

Algorithm 2: Edge Lattice Partition Formation by

Metropolis Random Walk

1: Input: Maximum number of iterations, 𝐶iters

2: Output: Partition assignment matrix 𝐴 = [𝑎𝑖 𝑗 ]
3: Initialize the assignment matrix 𝐴 by sampling

uniformly from T𝑖 𝑗 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 .
4: Initialize iteration count 𝑐 = 1.

5: while 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶iters do
6: Randomly choose an edge element (𝑖, 𝑗).
7: if |T𝑖 𝑗 | > 0 then
8: For each possible assignment, evaluate the

objective in (5), keeping the assignments for all

other elements fixed.

9: Sample 𝑎𝑖 𝑗 from the corresponding Boltzmann

distribution with temperature 𝑇 = 10 log(𝑐).
10: end if
11: Increment 𝑐 .

12: end while

4.2.1 Partitioning Edge Elements Among Multiple Targets.
We first partition our edge elements into mutually exclusive

subsets, where one subset corresponds to the edge elements

in the idle state, while each of the others corresponds to

one of the 𝐾 target points. Formally, we haveM =
⋃𝐾
𝑖=0 `𝑖 ,

whereM is the set of all edge element indices, `𝑖 for 𝑖 > 0,

is the partition associated with the 𝑖th focal point, and `0

are edge elements in the idle state. To ensure fair resource

distribution, we consider the scenario in which equal number

of edge elements are allocated to each focal point. This can be

easily modified in our optimization, if needed. Furthermore,

we design our partitions to be spatially contiguous, i.e., the
edge elements that are tasked to focus at the same point are

spatially grouped.

To formalize our optimization problem, we first intro-

duce some relevant notation. Let T𝑖 𝑗 ⊆ {1, ..., 𝐾} be the

set of targets to which the edge element at (𝑖, 𝑗) can pos-

itively contribute according to Equation 4. Furthermore, for

(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ {(𝑖, 𝑗) | |T𝑖 𝑗 | > 0}, let 𝑎𝑖 𝑗 ∈ T𝑖 𝑗 indicate the target to
which edge element (𝑖, 𝑗) is eventually assigned (each edge

element is only assigned to a maximum of one target). Our

partitioning task can then be formalized as follows:

min

𝑎𝑖 𝑗 ∈T𝑖 𝑗

(
1

2

∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗

a𝑖 𝑗 + max

𝑘,𝑙∈{1,...,𝐾 }
( |`𝑘 | − |`𝑙 |)

)
, (5)

where a𝑖 𝑗 is the number of neighbors of (𝑖, 𝑗) that belong
to a partition different from 𝑎𝑖 𝑗 . Thus, the first term in the

objective encourages partitions that are spatially connected

while the second term, which gives the largest pairwise dif-

ference in partition sizes, balances the number of assigned

edge elements per focal point.

The problem in (5) is a non-convex, combinatorial problem.

We next propose an efficient way of solving this problem,

which converges very quickly. Inspired by log-linear learning

[58], we find approximate solutions using a random walk

with a Metropolis filter. Similar to Simulated Annealing, our

approachworks by defining aMarkov chain over the solution

space with time-varying transition probabilities. Initially,

the walk is almost uniformly random, but over time, greater

weight is given to transitions that lead to better values of the
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Figure 7: A 22 × 22 edge lattice placed in front of a
transmitter. The inset shows a close-up of part of the
lattice to better highlight different edge orientations.
See color PDF for proper viewing. Note that different
colors of the ABS plastic are simply due to material
availability and are not part of the edge lattice design.

objective function. In the limit, the walk will almost surely

converge to an optimal solution. Algorithm 2 summarizes

the details. Fig. 6 plots the state of edge lattice partitioning

across 𝐶iters = 1.8 × 10
6
iterations for 𝐾 = 3 focal points

and with 𝑁 = 20 as the lattice dimension. We see that the

algorithm can find partitions that meet our design goals in

71 seconds on a 4
th
generation Intel CPU. In Section 6, we

discuss other objective alternatives to Eq. 5.

5 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We next extensively evaluate the performance of our pro-

posed paradigm for multi-point focusing with several real-

world experiments. We start by describing our manufactur-

ing pipeline, followed by our experimental setup. We then

present several empirical results (i.e., 13 experiments) to

demonstrate simultaneous focusing on up to and including

four points, with commodity WiFi transceivers, and in in-

door areas that exhibit considerable multipath. Our results

include testing the proposed approach in 3 different indoor

environments as well as showing the performance for wide-

angle steering. The impact of several factors, such as lattice

size and clutter, is also evaluated. We next start by describing

our manufacturing process and experimental setup.

5.1 Edge Lattice Manufacturing Pipeline
Our edge elements are constructed by cutting rectangles

of dimensions 3 cm × 1.5 cm from 0.7mm thick sheets of

Figure 8: Experimental setup in Area 1, consisting of
an off-the-shelf TX (WiFi card of a laptop) and the edge
lattice. The figure further shows a motorized receiver
(RX) array designed to measure the generated field and
confirm that the desired multi-point focusing has been
achieved. Inset to the top-right shows the side view
of the measurement array carriage. See color PDF for
proper viewing.

22GA weldable steel (see Fig. 2). As summarized in Fig. 1,

in stark contrast to expensive customized element designs

of the state of the art approaches for multi-point focusing,

each of our edge elements cost $0.07 to make. For holding

the edge elements, we employ a 2mm thick Acrylonitrile

Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic frame that has angled slots

through it, as shown in Fig. 7. The frame serves the dual

purpose of placing the edge elements in the right locations

and orienting them in their optimized configurations. We

next detail the construction process of this frame. We model

an edge lattice in Autodesk Fusion 360, where a Boolean

subtraction operation is performed to cut slots into a 2mm

thick solid rectangular frame, with the 3D model of the edge

lattice as the cutting tool. The subtracted model is then 3D

printed with ABS plastic filament, using a Stratasys F270 3D

printer. The entire ABS frame is partitioned into 9 sub-frames

for printing, which are then taped together to complete the

structure. Finally, the edge elements are inserted into the

frame to complete the lattice assembly.

5.2 Experimental Setup
As illustrated in Fig. 8, our setup consists of a transmitter

(TX) and our proposed edge lattice. To measure the created

field, we have built a motorized measurement array of re-

ceiver antennas that synthesizes a 2D RX grid. The TX is an

off-the-shelf panel antenna (as shown in the figure) and it

continuously transmits WiFi packets at the 5.18GHz band.
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Figure 9: (top) Experimental areas – Conference room (Area 1), lobby (Area 2) and laboratory (Area 3) and (bottom):
(a) Wide-angle focusing in Area 1, and (b) Adding additional clutter near the setup of Area 1 to test the impact.

The antenna is mounted 106 cm above the ground and placed

60 cm behind the edge lattice. To measure the generated field

and evaluate the quality of multi-point focusing, we have

synthesized an RX measurement array as detailed next.

Measurement Receiver Array: The receiver array con-

sists of six omni-directional antennas connected to 2 laptops

and stacked vertically with a spacing of 20 cm. The array is

mounted on a motorized scaffold, and the RX grid is synthe-

sized by interleaving horizontal scans with vertical steps to

scan a new set of parallel rows after every vertical step, as

indicated in Fig. 8. The movement is controlled by stepper

motors that precisely actuate the array with timing pulleys.

With a runtime of 2.5 min. per grid, our motorized apparatus

can rapidly sample the field on a 1.36m × 1.14m grid.

Data Collection: The laptops connected to the six re-

ceiver antennas measure the Channel State Information (CSI)

using CSI-Tool [26]. For all our experiments, we first mea-

sure the CSI magnitude on the RX grid in the absence of

the edge lattice followed by measurements with the edge

lattice placed in front of the TX. We then take the log-ratio

of the latter to the former to compute the RSSI ratio, which

is commonly utilized in the field programming literature to

measure focusing efficiency [2].

Experimental Areas: We conduct our experiments in

three indoor environments (Fig. 9). Area 1 is an 8m × 5m

conference room (also shown in Fig. 8), Area 2 is the lobby

of a building of dimensions 4.5m × 6m, while Area 3 is a lab

environment with dimensions 3m × 4m. All areas exhibit

considerable multipath due to the proximity of large walls

and furniture to the measurement apparatus. The fact that

our proposed approach produces strong focusing in these

environments underscores its robustness and shows the low

barrier-to-entry of our edge lattice in real life deployment. It

is worth noting that our edge lattice design does not need

any prior measurements in the operating environment.

5.3 Experimental Results
Area 1 (Conference Room): Fig. 10 shows the performance

of our proposed paradigm for one-, two-, three-, and four-

point focusing in Area 1 (see Fig. 9 for details).All results of
the paper are best viewed in color PDF. The red “x” mark

the desired focal points, while the white arrows point to the

actual locations of the measured peaks of the RSSI ratio. The

results demonstrate that our proposed approach can perform

the desired multi-point focusing with a high quality. We note

that the edge lattice is 𝑁=20 for one-, two-, and three-point

focusing, while it is 𝑁=22 for four-point focusing. As we

increase the number of desired focal points, the size of the

lattice should increase in order to have enough control knobs

to accomplish the given focusing task with a high-enough

quality.We discuss the impact of the size of the lattice inmore

details later in this section. We do note that there is a small

offset between the location of the measured peaks of the RSSI

ratio and the desired target points. We largely ascribe this

localization error to our synthesized measurement setup.

Area 2 (Lobby): To further demonstrate the robustness of

our results, we run the two- and three-point focusing experi-

ments in another environment, the lobby area of Fig. 9. Fig. 11

shows the corresponding results, confirming a strong focus-

ing quality. Similarly, four-point focusing achieved 2.5 dB,
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Figure 10: Experimental results for one-, two-, three, and four-point
focusing of real-world experiments in Area 1 of Fig. 8 (conference
room). See color PDF for proper viewing. Red “x” marks desired
focal points, while white arrows point to the actual peak locations.

Figure 11: Results for (top) two- and (bot-
tom) three-point focusing in Area 2 (lobby).
See color PDF for proper viewing.

3.9 dB, 4.9 dB, and 2.6 dB of gain at the focal points, which are

comparable to the ones achieved in Area 1. It is interesting

to note that two-point focusing produced better results in

Area 2 as compared to Area 1, while three-point focusing

was stronger in Area 1.

Area 3 (Laboratory): Finally, we tested the performance

of the pipeline for three-point focusing in Area 3 of Fig. 9. Al-

though this environment experiences more severe multipath

due to more adjacent walls, the edge lattice achieved high

focusing gains of 8.7 dB, 6.9 dB, and 4.9 dB near the desired

focal points.

Wide-Angle Focusing: In the previous results, the de-

sired focal points had a maximum deviation angle of 26
◦
with

respect to the center of the edge lattice. In some applications,

we may be interested in wide-angle focusing, i.e., focusing
to the far sides. To demonstrate the ability to focus at wide

angles, we next run experiments where the focal points are

at wide angles w.r.t the center of the lattice, as shown in

Fig. 9 (a). Fig 12 shows the results for wide angle focusing in

Area 1 for one and two focal points, at the maximum angles

of 48
◦
and 53

◦
, respectively. As can be see, while it is more

challenging to achieve wide-angle focusing, as expected, the

results still show high-gain focusing even at the wide angles.

It is worth noting that for these results, the RX grid was

centered at 𝑥 = −0.6 and 𝑦 = 1.9, and rotated by 45
◦
. As

such, these results demonstrate focusing when the RX grid

is not parallel to the edge matrix.

Impact of Lattice Size: We next show the impact of the

size of the lattice on focusing quality. For this purpose, we

consider the task of single-point focusing. We use the same

setup as in Fig. 8 (Area 1), but we reduce the size of the lattice

from 𝑁 = 20 to 𝑁 = 12. Fig. 13 (left) shows the focusing

result with 𝑁 = 12, while the right figure reproduces the

original 𝑁 = 20 result of single-point focusing of Fig. 10 (a),

for comparison. While the focusing quality for 𝑁 = 12 is

reasonable (gain of 6.4 dB), we can clearly see that the larger

lattice produces a stronger, cleaner focusing (gain of 10.9 dB).

This raises an interesting question on the minimum required

lattice size to focus at 𝐾 points. As the number of desired

focal points increases, the minimum required lattice size to

achieve a given performance quality shall increase. Further-

more, for a given 𝐾 , the higher the required focusing gain,

the larger the required lattice will become. Section 6 provides

further discussion on the relationship between the lattice

dimension 𝑁 and its focusing capacity, leaving interesting

explorations for future research.

Impact of Additional Multipath: So far, we showed

experimental results in three areas of Fig. 9. These areas

experience higher multipath than hallways/larger rooms,

as confirmed in prior literature [42]. While we saw strong

multi-point focusing in all these areas, the exact value of the
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Figure 12: Experimental results for wide angle focusing
in Area 1 for (left) one and (right) two focal points.
Note that the coordinate system is with respect to the
tilted RX grid (see Fig. 9 (a)). See color PDF for proper
viewing.

focusing gains and the consequent focusing quality varied

among the areas, as they experienced different amount of

clutter. We next explicitly study the impact of clutter by run-

ning additional experiments in Area 1, while considerable

furniture are placed near the experimental setup, as shown

in Fig. 9 (b). Then, we employ the same edge lattice configu-

rations used for generating Figs. 10 (b) and (c) and re-run the

corresponding two- and three-point focusing experiments

for comparison. Fig. 14 shows that while the overall focusing

gains remain strong, the focusing is more noisy and with

larger errors in the focusing locations as compared to Fig. 10

(b) and (c), as expected.

Overall, this section confirmed with 13 experiments that

our methodology can achieve high-gain, multi-point focus-

ing, showing its great potential for RF field programming.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We next discuss several interesting aspects related to our

proposed edge lattice concept, to motivate future work.

Focal Capacity: As demonstrated in Section 5.3, larger

dimensions of the edge lattice (𝑁 ) can lead to stronger fo-

cusing. This then raises an interesting question: what is the

minimum required lattice size to achieve focusing at a given

number of points, and with a certain quality? As we increase

the number of desired focal points, the size of the lattice

should increase in order to have enough control knobs to ac-

complish the given focusing task with a high-enough quality.

Characterization of the focal capacity of an edge lattice, i.e.,
the achievable number of focal points with a given quality,

is an interesting exploration and part of future work.

Focal Error:We report an average localization error of

8.4 cm with a standard deviation of 2.1 cm. Simulations of

the lattice on Ansys HFSS showed much lesser errors (2.13

cm on average) suggesting that the manual construction of

the edge lattice contributes to the error, in addition to the

longer wavelength.

Figure 13: Impact of lattice size – Focusingwith a lattice
of size (left) 𝑁 = 12 and (right) 𝑁 = 20. See color PDF
for proper viewing.

Figure 14: Impact of excessive clutter – (left) two- and
(right) three-point focusing with additional clutter of
Fig. 9 (b). Compare (left) to Fig. 10 (b) and (right) to
Fig. 10 (c). See color PDF for proper viewing.

Edge Orientation Robustness: HFSS simulations show

that our method is robust to error in edge orientation up

to 10
◦
. Furthermore, despite chipping of the ABS frame due

to heavy reuse of metal plates between experiments, we

observed robust results as shown.

Cost/ScalabilityComparison :Thematerial for our edge

lattice with 400 elements costs $86.50 and was manufactured

using ubiquitousmachinery (shears and a 3D printer). In com-

parison, other works (e.g., Table 1) require specialized, costly
manufacturing pipelines, leveraging technologies such as UV

photolithography, Electron Beam Evaporation (EBE) and/or

nanofabrication [40, 64], and components for patch antenna

based designs, a popular design paradigm, can also drive up

cost. For example, [54] reports $2/element after scaling, while

our elements cost only $0.25 each without scaling. While

scaling these approaches can reduce costs, our approach can

benefitmore from scaling, as we require fewer, more common

raw materials (steel/ABS vs. titanium/gold/LC-NJU-LDN-4),

and less specialized manufacturing.

Partitioning Algorithm Analysis: In Section 4.2, we

showed how to partition the edge elements to subsets such

that each subset focuses on one of the given focal points (plus

an idle subset). In doing so, we set forth the optimization

problem of Eq. 5, which aimed at balancing the number of
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edge elements allocated to each focal point (second term),

while encouraging partitions that are spatially connected

(first term). We then proposed Algorithm 2 to efficiently

solve this problem (see Fig. 6 for sample convergence time).

In Fig. 6, we showed that our partitioning algorithm con-

verged in just over a minute when executed on a 4th-Gen

Intel i7 CPU. More generally, the algorithm’s computational

complexity is O(1) for single iteration. The number of iter-

ations for convergence depends on the scheduling of the

temperature parameter. Thus, the iteration number can be

further reduced at the risk of missing global optimums.

Algorithm 2 aims to produce partitions which are both

equally sized and spatially grouped. However, by adding

weighting factors to the two terms of this objective, we can

give more importance to either spatial connectivity or equal

resource allocation. Furthermore, by suitably modifying the

second term in Eq. 5, we can tune the extent of edge lattice

resources allocated to a particular focal point. A study of

the correlation between the choice of the objective function

and diversity/quality of the generated fields would be an

interesting future exploration.

We further note that Eq. 4 and the subsequent proposed

focusing approach only needed to consider the phase of the

radiated field on the Keller cone, making it immune to any

modeling error in the diffracted signal magnitude, such as the

variation of 𝐷 in Eq. 3 with the incident angle. Developing

other optimization objectives that also exploit the diffracted

signal magnitude, as well as a corresponding sensitivity anal-

ysis can be an interesting future direction. Finally, we have

set e𝑖 𝑗 = [0, 0, 1] for those edges that need to be in an idle

state, based on our initial empirical studies that showed this

state to amplify focusing quality. A further characterization

of this would be an interesting future direction.

Complete Edge Element Modeling: In this paper, we

modeled the re-radiation pattern of our edge element as a

single cone. In reality, the diffracted pattern will have some

spread (i.e., thickness) around the cone due to the finite edge
length and the local nature of wave propagation [5]. Fur-

thermore, the edge element may affect the electromagnetic

field through modes other than diffraction off of the primary

edge, such as diffraction off of the other edges and (possibly

non-specular) reflection off of the plate’s faces. Preliminary

simulation-based studies indicate that the edge element’s

exact scattering pattern can be a function of the distance

from the TX to the element, the orientation of the element,

the aspect ratio of the element, and the exact element di-

mensions, among other factors. Developing a model which

accounts for all these factors presents an interesting and

challenging future direction. In solving our multi-focus opti-

mization problem, a more comprehensive edge model (such

as UTD [36]) would allow for the quantification of the impact

of an edge element (𝑖, 𝑗) on targets other than 𝑎𝑖 𝑗 (which is

currently ignored). Considering the specific material which

constitutes the edge would also improve modeling accuracy.

Reconfigurability with Advanced Materials: In this

paper, we laid out the foundation of a new concept, that a

lattice of cheap off-the-shelf edge elements can provide a rich

space for programming the RF field. Being the first paper on

this topic, we opted to manually place the edges in the angled

slots of the frame. The next step in this research would be to

make this architecture reconfigurable. While there are many

ways to accomplish this, such as utilizing traditional actua-

tors that place each edge element in the right angle, utilizing

smart materials that respond to an external stimulus can

provide an efficient way of designing a reconfigurable edge

lattice. This can be realized by an array of linear contraction

actuators, such as Liquid Crystal Elastomers (LCEs), which

reversibly contract upon application of heat and/or light,

where the amount of contraction can be tuned proportional

to the area exposed to the laser/stimulus [32]. Alternatively,

a small-scale phased array antenna can be utilized as an

active feed to steer a relatively wide initial beam, which is

then shaped by a suitably optimized edge lattice for dynamic

multi-focusing. Further exploration of this can thus be a ex-

citing future direction. It is worth noting that all the existing

work that showed focusing on 4 directions (see Fig. 1) imple-

mented their design in a manual, non-reconfigurable manner.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a novel paradigm in the field of

intelligent surfaces which employs the directivity of edge

diffraction and the resulting Keller cones to create desired

RF field patterns. More specifically, we showed that a lattice

of edge elements can provide a rich set of “knobs” for RF

field programming, via changing the orientation of the edge

elements and exploiting the exiting Keller cones. We further

proposed an efficient algorithm to configure the orientations

of the edges and achieve multi-point focusing. We then built

sample prototypes of our proposed design, using off-the-shelf

material (i.e, metal plates costing 7 cents) and extensively

validated the proposed paradigm with 13 experiments in 3

different indoor environments. Our results showed how an

edge lattice can focus the transmitted signal of a WiFi card

of a laptop on up to and including 4 focal points, with a peak

gain of 10.9 dB in the CSI magnitude. We further experimen-

tally showed the impact of many different factors, such as

size of the lattice, steering angle of the focal point, and envi-

ronmental factors, on the performance. Overall, the paper

showed the rich potential of edges for RF field programming.
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